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1. Introduction
An increasing number of computer systems are being viewed in terms of autonomous
agents. There are two main drivers to this trend. Firstly, agents are being advocated as a
next generation model for engineering complex, distributed systems (Jennings 2000;
Wooldridge 1997). Secondly, agents are being used as an overarching framework for bringing together the component AI subdisciplines that are necessary to design and build intelligent entities (Nilsson 1998; Russel and Norvig 1995). While there is still much debate
about the precise nature of agenthood, an increasing number of researchers find the following characterisation useful (Wooldridge 1997):
an agent is an encapsulated computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable of flexible,
autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives

There are a number of points about this definition that require elaboration. Agents are: (i)
clearly identifiable problem solving entities with well-defined boundaries and interfaces;
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(ii) situated (embedded) in a particular environment – they receive inputs related to the state
of their environment through sensors and they act on the environment through effectors;
(iii) designed to fulfill a specific purpose – they have particular objectives (goals) to achieve;
(iv) autonomous – they have control both over their internal state and over their own behaviour; (v) capable of exhibiting flexible problem solving behaviour in pursuit of their
design objectives – they need to be both reactive (able to respond in a timely fashion to
changes that occur in their environment) and proactive (able to act in anticipation of future
goals) (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995).
When adopting an agent-oriented view of computation, it is readily apparent that most
problems require or involve multiple agents: to represent the decentralised nature of the
problem, the multiple loci of control, the multiple perspectives and/or the competing interests . Moreover, these agents will need to interact with one another, either to achieve their
individual objectives or to manage the dependencies that follow from being situated in a
common environment (Castelfranchi 1998; Jennings 1993). These interactions can vary
from simple information interchanges, to requests for particular actions to be performed
and on to cooperation (working together to achieve a common objective) and coordination
(arranging for related activities to be performed in a coherent manner). However, perhaps
the most fundamental and powerful mechanism for managing inter-agent dependencies at
run-time is negotiation – the process by which a group of agents come to a mutually acceptable agreement on some matter. Negotiation underpins attempts to cooperate and coordinate (both between artificial and human agents) and is required both when the agents
are self interested and when they are cooperative. It is so central precisely because the agents
are autonomous. For an agent to influence an acquaintance, the acquaintance needs to be
convinced that it should act in a particular way. The means of achieving this state are to
make proposals, trade options, offer concessions, and (hopefully) come to a mutually acceptable agreement. In short, to negotiate.
Given its ubiquity and importance in many different contexts, negotiation theory incorporates a broad range of phenomena and makes use of many different approaches (e.g. from
AI, Social Psychology and Game Theory). Despite this variety, however, automated negotiation research can be considered to deal with three broad topics (see Lomuscio, Wooldridge
and Jennings 2000, for a more detailed classification scheme):
• Negotiation Protocols: the set of rules that govern the interaction. This covers the
permissible types of participants (e.g. the negotiators and any relevant third parties),
the negotiation states (e.g. accepting bids, negotiation closed), the events that cause
negotiation states to change (e.g. no more bidders, bid accepted) and the valid actions
of the participants in particular states (e.g. which messages can be sent by whom, to
whom, at what stage).
• Negotiation Objects: the range of issues over which agreement must be reached. At
one extreme, the object may contain a single issue (such as price), while on the other
hand it may cover hundreds of issues (related to price, quality, timings, penalties,
terms and conditions, etc.). Orthogonal to the agreement structure, and determined by
the negotiation protocol, is the issue of the types of operation that can be performed
on agreements. In the simplest case, the structure and the contents of the agreement
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are fixed and participants can either accept or reject it (i.e. a take it or leave it offer).
At the next level, participants have the flexibility to change the values of the issues in
the negotiation object (i.e. they can make counter-proposals to ensure the agreement
better fits their negotiation objectives). Finally, participants might be allowed to
dynamically alter (by adding or removing issues) the structure of the negotiation
object (e.g. a car salesman may offer one year’s free insurance in order to clinch the
deal).
• Agents’ Decision Making Models: the decision making apparatus the participants
employ to act in line with the negotiation protocol in order to achieve their objectives.
The sophistication of the model, as well as the range of decisions that have to be
made, are influenced by the protocol in place, by the nature of the negotiation object,
and by the range of operations that can be performed on it.
The relative importance of these three topics varies according to the negotiation and
environmental context. Thus, in some circumstances the negotiation protocol is the dominant concern (e.g. Rosenschein and Zlotkin 1994; Volkan and Jennings 2000). For example, the system designer may determine that the negotiation is best organised using a
particular form of auction (e.g. English, Dutch, Vickrey, First-Price Sealed Bid). This
mechanism design choice constrains the types of operations that can be performed on
the negotiation object (no counter-proposals or issue extensions) and prescribes the behaviour of the agents’ decision making models (e.g. strategic behaviour is pointless and the
agents’ dominant strategy is to simply bid up to their true reservation value). In other
cases, however, the agent’s decision making model is the dominant concern (e.g. Sierra,
Faraton and Jennings 1997; Sycara 1989). Here, the protocol does not prescribe an optimal strategy for the agent and there is scope for strategic reasoning to determine the
best course of action. In such cases, the relative success of two agents is determined by
the effectiveness of their reasoning model – the better the model, the greater the agent’s
reward.
Given the wide variety of possibilities, it should be clear that there is no universally best
approach or technique for automated negotiation. Rather, there is an eclectic bag of methods with properties and performance characteristics that vary significantly depending on
the negotiation context. The aim of this paper is, therefore, to examine the space of negotiation opportunities for autonomous agents, to identify and evaluate some of the key techniques, and to highlight some of the major challenges for future automated negotiation
research. This paper is not meant as a survey of the field of automated negotiation. Rather,
the descriptions and assessments of the various approaches are generally undertaken with
particular reference to work in which the authors have been involved. However, the specific issues raised should be viewed as being broadly applicable.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a generic framework for automated negotiation. This framework is then used to structure the subsequent
discussion and analysis of the various negotiation techniques; section 3 deals with game
theoretic techniques, section 4 with heuristic techniques, and section 5 with argumentation-based techniques. Finally, section 6 outlines some of the major challenges that need
to be addressed before automated negotiation becomes pervasive.
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2. A generic framework for automated negotiation
Negotiation can be viewed as a distributed search through a space of potential agreements
(Figure 1). The dimensionality and topology of this space is determined by the structure of
the negotiation object. Indeed, one could consider each attribute of the negotiation object
to have a separate dimension associated with it; clearly, in this view, the space of Figure 1
concerns two attributes. Thus, when new issues are added (or old ones removed) during
the course of a negotiation, then extra dimensions are added (or removed) and the number
of points of agreement may increase (or decrease). Similarly, if an agent changes one of
the values of one of the attributes within an offer, it is moving from one point in the agreement space to another.
For a given negotiation, the participants are the active components that determine the
direction of the search. At the start of this process, each agent has a portion of the space in
which it is willing to make agreements. Typically, it also has some means of rating the points
in its space and some means of using this rating to determine the actual agreements it makes.
Negotiation proceeds by the participants suggesting specific points (or regions) in the agreement space as potentially acceptable. During the negotiation process, the participants’
agreement spaces (as well as their rating functions) may change: they may expand, contract, or shift, for example because their environment changes or because they are persuaded
to change their views. The search terminates when the required number of participants find
a mutually acceptable point in the agreement space or when the protocol dictates that the
search should be terminated (for whatever reason) without making an agreement.

Figure 1. The space of negotiation agreements.
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Given this metaphor, Figure 1 can be seen to represent agent A1 negotiating with two
other agents (A2 and A3). The agreement structure is the same in both cases. The current
offer in the A1-A3 negotiation (these interactions are the lightly coloured exchanges) is in
the area of overlap between the two agents meaning that it could represent a potential agreement between them. However the current offer in the A1-A2 negotiation (these interactions are the darkly coloured exchanges) will not lead to an agreement since it is outside
the agreement space of A2 (indeed in this case, A1 and A2 currently have non-intersecting
areas of agreement meaning that no deal is possible). For more on this metaphor for viewing the agreement space see (Jennings, Parsons, Sierra and Faratin 2000; Laasri, Laasri,
Lander and Lesser 1992; Loui and Moore 2000).
From this representation, it can be seen that the minimal negotiation capabilities are: (i)
to propose some part of the agreement space as being acceptable; and (ii) to respond to
such a proposal indicating whether it is acceptable. In other words, the minimum requirement of a negotiating agent is the ability to make and respond to proposals. Here we consider a proposal to be a solution to the negotiation problem; either a single complete proposed
solution, a single partial solution, or a group of complete or partial solutions. In terms of
the agreement space, these different kinds of proposals become a single point, a region of
the space, a set of points, or a set of regions of the space (for example a partial solution
would be any region of the space in which the quality was above some level and the price
below a certain threshold). Generally speaking, proposals can be made either independently of other agents’ proposals or based on the negotiation history.
Arguably the simplest kind of negotiation we can imagine is a Dutch auction . The
auctioneer (one agent in the negotiation) calls out prices (negotiation objects with a single
attribute). When there is no signal of acceptance from the other parties in the auction (other
agents in the negotiation) the auctioneer makes a new offer which it believes will be more
acceptable (by reducing the price). Here, because of the convention (protocol) under which
the auction operates, a lack of response is sufficient feedback for the auctioneer to infer a
lack of acceptance. However in anything more complex than this rather special case, the
minimal requirement for the “other agents” is that they are able to indicate dissatisfaction
with proposals that they find unacceptable.
If agents can only accept or reject others’ proposals, then negotiation (and especially
negotiation over objects that are multi-dimensional) can be very time consuming and inefficient since the proposer has no means of ascertaining why the proposal is unacceptable, nor
whether the agents are close to an agreement, nor in which dimension/direction of the agreement space it should move next. Hence the proposer is essentially picking points in the agreement space based on its perception of what others prefer and hoping that it will eventually
stumble upon something acceptable. To improve the efficiency of the negotiation process,
the recipient needs to be able to provide more useful feedback on the proposals it receives.
This feedback can take the form of a critique (comments on which parts of the proposal the
agent likes or dislikes)1 or a counter-proposal (an alternative proposal generated in response
to a proposal). From such feedback, the proposer should be in a position to generate a proposal that is more likely to lead to an agreement (if it chooses to do so).
Consider the concept of a critique first. A critique provides two forms of feedback: (i) it
suggests constraints on particular negotiation issues and (ii) it indicates acceptance/rejec-
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tion of particular parts of the proposal (or indeed of the whole proposal). To illustrate these
points, consider the following short dialogues that are examples of proposals followed by
critiques:
A: I propose that you provide me with service X under the following conditions.
B: I am happy with the price of X, but the delivery date is too late.
A: I propose that I will provide you with service Y if you provide me with service X.
B: I don’t want service Y.

In the first case, the critique indicates those aspects of the proposal that are acceptable and
those that need to be modified and it also suggests a constraint on one of the issues (delivery date earlier than the current suggestion). In the second case, the critique indicates outright rejection of part of the proposal. Generally speaking, the more information placed in
the critique, the easier it is for the original agent to determine the boundaries of its opponent’s agreement space.
Counter-proposals are the second feedback mechanism. A counter-proposal is simply a
proposal that is more favourable to the sender, made in response to a previous proposal.
The following are examples of proposals followed by counter-proposals:
A: I propose that you provide me with service X.
B: I propose that I provide you with service X if you provide me with service Z.
A: I propose that I provide you with service Y if you provide me with service X.
B: I propose that I provide you with service X if you provide me with service Z.

In the first case, the counter-proposal extends the initial proposal, and in the second case it
amends part of the initial proposal. Counter-proposals differ from critiques in that the feedback is less explicit (the recipient of a counter-proposal has to infer the constraints and
preferences from the way the proposal is re-constituted), but generally more detailed (since
specific regions of the opponent’s agreement space are identified).
On their own, proposals, critiques, and counter-proposals are bald statements of what
agents want. Thus, their scope is confined solely to the structure of the negotiation object.
While it is perfectly possible to base negotiations on just these object-level constructs (indeed this is precisely what most current negotiation models do), doing so diminishes some
of the potential of negotiation technology. For example, it means that agents cannot:
• Justify their negotiation stance;
An agent might have a compelling reason for adopting a particular negotiation stance.
For example, a company may not be legally entitled to sell a particular type of product
to a particular type of consumer or a particular item may be out of stock and the next
delivery might not be until the following month. In such cases, the ability to provide
the justification for its attitude towards a particular issue can allow the opponent to
more fully appreciate an agent’s constraints and behaviour.
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• Persuade one another to change their negotiation stance;
Agents sometimes need to actively change their opponents’ agreement space, or its
rating over that space, in order for a deal to be possible. In such cases, agents seek to
construct arguments that they believe will make their opponent look more favourably
upon their proposal. Thus, arguments seek to identify opportunities for such change
(e.g. a car salesman throws in a stereo with a car to increase the value of the good),
create new opportunities for change (e.g. a car salesman adds a new dimension to the
rating function by highlighting the car’s novel security features) or modify existing
assessment criteria (e.g. car salesman gets the buyer to change its evaluation function
by convincing him that security is more important than high speed).
In both cases, negotiators are providing arguments to support their stance (hence argumentation-based negotiation). Thus, in addition to generating proposals, counter-proposals and
critiques, the negotiator is seeking to make the proposal more attractive (acceptable) by
providing additional meta-level information in the form of arguments for its position. The
nature and types of the arguments can vary enormously (see Karlins and Abelson 1970;
Kraus, Sycara and Evenchik 1998; Sycara 1989 for more details). However, common categories include: threats (failure to accept this proposal means something negative will happen to you), rewards (acceptance of this proposal means something positive will happen to
you), and appeals (you should prefer this option over that alternative for some reason).
Whatever its precise form, the role of the supporting argument is either to modify the recipient’s region of acceptability or its rating function over this region. In so doing, arguments
have the potential to increase the likelihood and/or the speed of agreements being reached;
for example, if agents prefer arguments that are more likely to lead to an agreement (which
requires some metric on the agreement space) it is possible to prove that argumentation leads
to quicker agreement (Tohme 1997).2 In the former case, by persuading agents to accept deals
that they may previously have rejected. In the latter case, by convincing agents to accept their
opponent’s position on a given issue (and to cease negotiating over it).

3. Game theoretic models
Game theory is a branch of economics that studies interactions between self-interested
agents. Like decision theory, with which it shares many concepts, game theory has its roots
in the work of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). As its name suggests, the basic concepts of game theory arose from the study of games such as chess. However, it rapidly
became clear that the techniques and results of game theory can equally be applied to all
interactions that occur between self-interested agents. Game theory is relevant to the study
of automated negotiation because the participants in such negotiations can reasonably be
assumed to be self interested.
The classic game theoretic question asked of any particular multi-agent encounter is:
what is the best – most rational – thing an agent can do? In most multi-agent encounters,
the overall outcome will depend critically on the choices made by all agents in the scenario. This implies that in order for an agent to make the choice that optimises its outcome,
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it must reason strategically. That is, it must take into account the decisions that other agents
may make, and must assume that they will act so as to optimise their own outcome. In
negotiation, this means, for example, taking into account the private valuations that agents
have of the negotiation issues, their private deadlines for making a deal, and so on. Game
theory gives us a way of formalising and analysing such concerns.
Negotiation and bargaining were studied in the game theory literature well before the
emergence of multi-agent systems as a research discipline, and even before the advent of
the first digital computer. However, computer science brings two important considerations
to the game theoretic study of negotiation and bargaining:
1. Game theoretic studies of rational choice in multi-agent encounters typically assume
that agents are allowed to select the best strategy from the space of all possible
strategies, by considering all possible interactions. It turns out that the search space of
strategies and interactions that needs to be considered has exponential growth, which
means that the problem of finding an optimal strategy is in general computationally
intractable. In computer science, the study of such problems is the domain of computational complexity theory (Papadimitriou 1994). There is a significant literature
devoted to the development of efficient (polynomial time) algorithms for apparently
intractable problems, and the application of such techniques to the study of multiagent encounters is a fruitful ongoing area of work.

2. The emergence of the Internet and World-Wide Web has provided an enormous
commercial imperative to the further development of computational negotiation and
bargaining techniques (Noriega and Sierra 1999).
Given a particular negotiation scenario that will involve automated agents, game theoretic
techniques can be applied to two key problems:
1. The design of an appropriate protocol that will govern the interactions between the
negotiation participants. The protocol defines the “rules of encounter” between agents.
Formally, a protocol is a set of norms that constrain the proposals that the negotiation
participants are able to make. It is possible to design protocols so that any particular
negotiation history has certain desirable properties – this is mechanism design, and is
discussed in more detail below.
2. The design of a particular strategy (the agents’ decision making models) that individual agents can use while negotiating – an agent will aim to use a strategy that maximises its own individual welfare. A key difficulty here is that, typically, the strategies
that work best in theory tend to be computationally intractable, and are hence unusable by agents in practice.
As noted above, mechanism design involves the design of protocols for governing multiagent interactions, such that these protocols have certain desirable properties. Possible
properties include, (e.g. Sandholm 1999, p. 204):
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• Guaranteed success: A protocol guarantees success if it ensures that, eventually,
agreement is certain to be reached.
• Maximising social welfare: Intuitively, a protocol maximises social welfare if it
ensures that any outcome maximises the sum of the utilities of negotiation participants. If the utility of an outcome for an agent was simply defined in terms of the
amount of money that agent received in the outcome, then a protocol that maximised
social welfare would maximise the total amount of money “paid out”.
• Pareto efficiency: A negotiation outcome is said to be Pareto efficient if there is no
other outcome that will make at least one agent better off without making at least one
other agent worse off. Intuitively, if a negotiation outcome is not Pareto efficient, then
there is another outcome that will make at least one agent happier while keeping
everyone else at least as happy.
• Individual rationality: A protocol is said to be individually rational if following the
protocol – “playing by the rules” – is in the best interests of negotiation participants.
Individually rational protocols are essential because without them, there is no incentive for agents to engage in negotiations.
• Stability: A protocol is stable if it provides all agents with an incentive to behave in a
particular way. The best-known kind of stability is Nash equilibrium: two strategies s
and s’ are said to be in Nash equilibrium if under the assumption that one agent is
using s, the other can do no better than use s’, and vice versa.
• Simplicity: A “simple” protocol is one that makes the appropriate strategy for a
negotiation participant “obvious”. That is, a protocol is simple if using it, a participant
can easily (tractably) determine the optimal strategy.
• Distribution: A protocol should ideally be designed to ensure that there is no single
point of failure (such as a single arbitrator), and ideally, so as to minimise communication between agents.
The fact that even quite simple negotiation protocols can be proven to have such desirable
properties as these accounts in no small part for the success of game theoretic techniques for
negotiation (Kraus 1997). As an example, consider the monotonic concession protocol with
Zeuthen strategy (Rosenschein and Zlotkin 1994, pp. 40–49). The monotonic concession
protocol for two negotiation participants is as follows. Negotiation proceeds in a sequence of
rounds, where at every round, each agent puts forward a proposal. If the proposals “overlap”, then agreement has been reached. If the proposals do not overlap, then negotiation proceeds to a further round, where the agents either make a concession or else put forward the
proposal they made on the preceding round. If neither agent makes a concession, then negotiation terminates with a “conflict deal”. This simple protocol ensures that negotiation either
monotonically proceeds towards a solution, or else terminates. Now, what strategy should an
agent use when faced with such a protocol? One possibility is to use the Zeuthen strategy.
This strategy essentially says that:
• the agent that should concede is the one with the most to lose from the negotiation
breaking down;
• the concession that should be made is the minimum required to change the balance of
risk – so that the other agent is required to concede on subsequent rounds.
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Both of these properties can be formalised quite easily (Rosenschein and Zlotkin 1994, p.
43). It can be proved that using the Zeuthen strategy when playing the monotonic concession protocol means agents will come to reach agreement on a deal that is Pareto optimal.
Unfortunately, the Zeuthen strategy is not in equilibrium; there is an incentive to deviate
from the strategy at the last negotiation step (Rosenschein and Zlotkin 1994, p. 48). Moreover, the strategy is computationally complex, requiring an exponential number of calculations of the agent’s utility function at each negotiation round in order to compute the optimal
deal. Nevertheless, it is striking that such a simple and intuitive protocol can be proven to
have desirable properties.
Despite these very obvious advantages, however, there are a number of problems associated with the use of game theory when applied to automated negotiation:
• Game theory assumes that it is possible to characterise an agent’s preferences with
respect to possible outcomes. Humans, however, find it extremely hard to consistently
define their preferences over outcomes. In general, human preferences cannot be
characterised even by a simple ordering over outcomes, let alone by numeric utilities
(Russel and Norvig 1995, pp. 475–480). In scenarios where preferences are obvious
(such as the case of a person buying a particular CD and attempting to minimise
costs), game theoretic techniques may work well. With more complex (multi-issue)
preferences, it is much harder to use them.
• The theory has failed to generate a general model governing rational choice in interdependent situations (Zeng and Sycara 1997). Instead, the discipline has produced a
number of highly specialised models that are applicable to specific types of interdependent decision making (e.g. the von Neumann-Morgenstern solution to two-person games
(1944). As Binmore notes, in non-cooperative (a sub-branch of game theory) theories:
“. . . conclusions (of non-cooperative models) only apply to one specific game. If the
details of the rules are changed slightly, the conclusions reached need no longer be
valid” (Binmore 1992, p. 196).
• Game theory models often assume perfect computational rationality meaning that no
computation is required to find mutually acceptable solutions within a feasible range
of outcomes. Furthermore, this space of possible deals is often assumed to be fully
known by the agents, as is the potential outcome values. This assumption is rarely true
in most real world cases; agents typically know their own information space, but they
do not know that of their opponent. However, even if the joint space is known,
knowing that a solution exists is entirely different to knowing what the solution
actually is. Chess is a classic example of this point. The game has a solution – a
strategy for white or black which is either a win or a draw, but the search is computationally complex. Therefore, the notion of perfect rationality, although useful in
designing, predicting and proving properties of a system, is not altogether useful in
practice. Firstly, it cannot actually be attained: physical mechanisms take time to
process information and select actions, hence the behaviour of real agents cannot
immediately reflect changes in the environment and will generally be sub-optimal
(Simon 1982). Secondly, it does not provide a means of analysing the internal design
of an agent; one rational agent is as good as another.
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Despite these problems, game theory is extremely compelling as a tool for automated
negotiation. In cases where it is possible to characterise the preferences and possible strategies of negotiation participants, then game theory has much to offer.

3. Heuristic approaches
The major means of overcoming the aforementioned limitations of game theoretic models is
to use heuristic methods. Such methods acknowledge that there is a cost associated with
computation and decision making and so seek to search the negotiation space in a non-exhaustive fashion. This has the effect that heuristic methods aim to produce good, rather than
optimal solutions. The methods themselves may either be computational approximations of
game theoretic techniques or they may be computational realisations of more informal negotiation models (e.g. Pruitt 1981; Raiffa 1982). Examples of such models include: [Barbuceanu
and Lo 2000; Faratin, Sierra and Jennings 1998; Kraus and Lehmann 1995;Sathi and Fox
1989;Sycara 1989]. The key advantages of the heuristic approach can be stated as follows:
• the models are based on realistic assumptions; hence they provide a more suitable
basis for automation and they can, therefore, be used in a wider variety of application
domains;
• the designers of agents, who are not wedded to game theory, can use alternative, and
less constrained, models of rationality to develop different agent architectures.
The central concern of this line of work is to model the agent’s decision making heuristically
during the course of the negotiation (generally speaking, the chosen protocol does not prescribe an optimal course of action). To delve deeper into this area we will concentrate on
the heuristic model we have devised; we developed a set of deliberation mechanisms that
work within a fairly free negotiation protocol (Faratin, Sierra and Jennings 1997, 1998,
2000; Faratin, Sierra, Jennings and Buckle 1999).3
The space of possible agreements is quantitatively represented by contracts having different values for each issue. Each agent then rates these points in the space of possible outcomes according to some preference structure, captured by a utility function. Proposals and
counter-proposals are then offers over single points in this space of possible outcomes, and
search terminates either when the time to reach an agreement has been exceeded or when
a mutually acceptable solution, a point of intersection of the agents’ acceptable outcomes
sets, has been reached.
An agent architecture that models the decisions involved in the search for mutually
acceptable solutions has also been developed . Whereas the protocol normatively describes
the orderings of actions, the decision making mechanisms describe the possible set of agent
strategies in using the protocol. These strategies are captured by a negotiation architecture
that is composed of responsive and deliberative decision mechanisms. Decision making
with the former mechanism is based on a linear combination of simple functions called
tactics, which manipulate the utility of contracts (Faratin, Sierra and Jennings 1998). The latter
mechanisms are subdivided into trade-off and issue manipulation mechanisms (Faratin, Sierra, Jennings and Buckle 1999). The former generates offers that manipulate the value,
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rather than the overall utility, of the offer. The rationale for the trade-off mechanism, like persuasive argumentation, is to make proposals that are more attractive to the opponent. This is
achieved not by “providing additional meta-level information” (see section 4), but by providing contracts that are “closer” to the opponent’s last offer. The issue manipulation mechanism aims to increase the likelihood of an agreement by adding and removing issues into the
negotiation set. The issue manipulation mechanism dynamically alters the structure of the
negotiation object, helping to escape local minima in the negotiation dynamics. It does this
either by increasing the set of possible outcomes (adding), when negotiation is in deadlock,
or, alternatively, removing “noisy” issues that are obstructing the negotiation progress. Since
agents have to mutually agree on the set of issues involved in negotiation, the issue manipulation dialogue can be interpreted as a mechanism that modifies the dimensionality of the
solution space. The other mechanisms, responsive and trade-off, can then search the altered
solution space. When taken together, these three mechanisms represent a continuum of possible decision making capabilities: ranging from behaviours that exhibit greater awareness
of environmental resources and less to solution quality, to behaviours that attempt to acquire
a given solution quality independently of the resource consumption.
Generally speaking, while heuristic methods do indeed circumvent some of the shortcomings of game theoretic models, they also have a number of comparative disadvantages:
• the models often select outcomes (deals) that are sub-optimal; this is because they
adopt an approximate notion of rationality and because they do not examine the full
space of possible outcomes;
• the models need extensive evaluation, typically through simulations and empirical
analysis, since it is usually impossible to predict precisely how the system and the
constituent agents will behave in a wide variety of circumstances.

4.

Argumentation-based approaches

All of the techniques we have discussed so far have been centred on the trading of proposals. Although, as the previous sections demonstrate, this can be done in a very sophisticated way, the various approaches have three main limitations:
• The proposals themselves generally denote single points in the space of negotiation
agreements (a single X or O in Figure 1);4
• The only feedback that can be made to a proposal is a counter-proposal, which itself is
another point in the space, or an acceptance or withdrawal;
• It is hard to change the set of issues under negotiation in the course of a negotiation
(which corresponds to changing the negotiation space of Figure 1 by adding new
dimensions).
The aim of argumentation-based negotiation is to remove these limitations. The basic idea
behind the argumentation-based approach is to allow additional information to be exchanged, over and above proposals. This information can be of a number of different forms,
all of which are arguments which explain explicitly the opinion of the agent making the
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argument. Thus, in addition to rejecting a proposal, an agent can offer a critique of the proposal, explaining why it is unacceptable. This has the effect of identifying an entire area of
the negotiation space as being not worth exploring by the other agent. Similarly, an agent
can accompany a proposal with an argument which says why the other agent should accept it. This latter kind of argument makes it possible to change the other agent’s region of
acceptability (by altering its preferences), and also provides a means of changing the negotiation space itself – without the ability to argue for the worth of a new element in the
negotiation object, the receiving agent would not, in general, have any basis on which to
determine its value. This kind of persuasive argumentation does not have to be tied directly
to proposals either. For example, in human argumentation, it is possible to make threats or
offer rewards, and these kinds of argument can be captured in this approach (Kraus, Sycara
and Evenchik 1998). As in human argumentation, agents may not be truthful in the arguments that they generate. Thus when evaluating an argument, the recipient needs to assess
the argument on its own merits and then modify this by its own perception of the argument’s degree of credibility in order to work out how to respond.
Again to provide more details of this broad class of negotiation, we focus on models we
have developed. To this end, the way in which argumentation fits into the general negotiation process was defined in Sierra et al. (1997) where a simple negotiation protocol for trading proposals was augmented with a series of illocutionary moves which allow for the
passing of arguments. It is possible to think of the passing of an argument using one of
these moves as marking a transition from the negotiation protocol to a separate argumentation protocol which defines the rules of the game for carrying out an argument dialogue
(possible protocols for such dialogues have been suggested (Amgoud, Maudet and Parsons 2000; Amgoud, Parsons and Maudet 2000). When the argument dialogue terminates,
the agents make the reverse transition and pick up the negotiation dialogue once again.
The exact argumentation mechanism we employ is logic-based (Parsons and Jennings
1996) and builds on work in argumentation as an approach to handling defeasible reasoning. This makes it possible for agents to handling contradictory statements (which frequently
occur during arguments) without collapsing into triviality, and allow conflicting arguments
to be resolved. Using argumentation in real agents (as opposed to simple collections of
logical statements) means handling the complexities of the agents’ mental attitudes, communication between agents, and the integration of the argumentation mechanisms into a
complex agent architecture.
These issues were discussed (Parsons, Sierra and Jennings 1998), where we showed how
to augment a standard model of argumentation to work for agents which reason using beliefs, desires and intentions. We also discussed how to make use of multi-context systems
(Giunchiglia and Serafini 1994), originally proposed as a means of providing efficient theorem provers for modal logics, to integrate argumentation into a belief-desire-intention agent
architecture. This latter strand of work was further developed in Sabater, Sierra, Parsons
and Jennings (1999), and this has led to an implementation in which agents negotiate using argumentation in order to construct joint plans.
For the future, two main areas of work remain. The first is in the definition of suitable
argumentation protocols, that is, sets of rules that specify how agents generate and respond
to arguments based upon what they know. Initial attempts at defining such protocols are
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given in Amgoud, Maudet and Parsons (2000) and Amgoud, Parsons and Maudet (2000),
but as discussed there, it seems that when defining an argumentation protocol, we “hardwire” in the attitude that a given agent takes when negotiating with others, defining, for
instance, when an argument is found to be persuasive, and when its grounds can be questioned. As a result, we may end up with negotiators which are possibly rather inflexible in
their argumentation stance (though more flexible than negotiators which cannot argue).
Since this seems rather limiting, we need to investigate this area more with the aim of discovering more flexible argumentation protocols than we currently have. The second main
area of work is also related to argumentation protocols, and specifically the transition between the underlying negotiation protocol and the argumentation protocol. When is the right
time to make this transition, when is it right to start an argument? Clearly it only makes
sense to engage in the complex business of argumentation when it will help the negotiation, but we need to translate this high-level notion of “rightness” into some more concrete decision criterion that can be built into our agents.
While these issues still need to be addressed in order to build fully functional agents
capable of argumentation-based negotiation, the work described in this section has laid the
foundations for building flexible negotiators. Such agents will have the ability to be persuasive and so achieve agreements which non-argumentation based negotiators cannot.
However, the problem with such methods is that they add considerable overheads to the
negotiation process, not least in the construction and evaluation of arguments. As a result,
we imagine that agents which can argue in support of their negotiations will only ever represent a small, though important, class of automated negotiators.

5. Conclusions
This paper has argued that automated negotiation is a central concern for multi-agent systems research. To this end, a generic framework for classifying and viewing automated
negotiations has been developed. This framework was then used to discuss and analyse the
three main methods of approach that have been adopted to automated negotiation; namely,
game theoretic, heuristic and argumentation-based approaches. For each approach, a brief
appraisal of its relative merits and drawbacks is presented. This assessment was generally
performed in the context of the authors’ own models.
It is clear that much research still needs to be performed in the area of automated negotiation. This research obviously includes extending and developing the specific approaches
that have been discussed herein and even developing new methods (such as those based
on particle dynamics (Kraus 1997), for example). However, there are also a number of
broader issues, which, to date, have received comparatively little attention. These include
the following. Firstly, the development of a best practice repository for negotiation techniques. That is, a coherent resource that describes which negotiation techniques are best
suited to a given type of problem or domain (much like the way that design patterns function in object-oriented analysis and design (Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides 1995)).
For each entry, the relative strengths and weaknesses need to be enumerated, the underpinning assumptions need to be explicitly stated, and the likely operational characteristics
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need to be listed. At present, much of this knowledge is implicit and developers tend to
simply adopt the technique (or family of techniques) with which they are most familiar.
Secondly, work on knowledge elicitation and acquisition for negotiation behaviour needs
to be advanced. At present, there is virtually no work on how a user can instruct an agent
to negotiate on their behalf. Such instruction needs to convey the broad negotiation attitude that the agent should adopt, the extent to which the agent can negotiate autonomously,
and the degrees of freedom that the agent can explore during a negotiation episode. Finally,
and related to the previous two points, work on producing predictable negotiation behaviour needs to be developed. This work is needed to ensure that users are comfortable to
delegate negotiation decisions to an autonomous piece of software and that when they do
so they are sure that the agent will act within its negotiation mandate.
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Notes
1.
2.

3.

4.

To avoid introducing an unnecessarily large number of different types of statement, we consider simple
accept/reject statements to be special cases of critiques.
Of course poorly designed argumentation systems also have the potential to increase the length of the negotiation unnecessarily, for example if agents keep repeating the same arguments ad infinitum. However,
poor design of the other aspects of the negotiation mechanism can have similarly adverse effects and so
potentially overly long negotiations are not something specific to argumentation-based negotiation.
The negotiation protocol does not prescribe an agent’s behaviour, but it does constrain its action selection
problem solving through the use of normative rules of interaction. These rules temporally order, according
to the agent’s roles, communication utterances by specifying both who can say what, as well as when.
Specifically, the protocol is a repeated, sequential model where offers are iteratively exchanged. Under this
protocol, agents are fully committed to their utterances and utterances are private (unlike, say, the firstprice open-cry English auction, where all offers are publicly “heard” by the other interaction participants).
The protocol is distributed, symmetric, supports bi and/or multi-agent negotiation as well as distributive
and integrative negotiation, involving one or many issues respectively. The utterances (proposals or counter-proposals) are based on previous comments made by other agents, and represent a single complete proposal for a solution. There are no critiques and counter-proposals are based on the object of negotiation
(which we term a contract).
Though, of course, agents receiving proposals may assume all kinds of implicit information on the basis of
them.
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